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Newsphotosby Frank Breithaupt

Frisbee fly-in
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City, county
prepares forwinter
Editor's note: This Is the first of
two stories concerning Bowling
Green and Wood County preparation
for the winter ahead.
By Tom Smith
With the temperatures dropping,
the city and county are prepared for
the winter's snowfall and any severe
winter emergencies.
Bowling Green Administrator
Wesley K. Hoffman said the city has
increased its ability to fight a
blizzard by purchasing another
front-end loader. The city now has
two large loaders and a small one.
Additional equipment to help with
the routine snowfall has been
acquired and the city is awaiting
delivery, according to streets
superintendent Robert Alexander.
The city ordered two new diesel
dump trucks with snowplows.
Alexander said he hopes to receive

These persons demonstrated their fancy, freestyle footwork at last weekend's
Falcon Flyer Festival, a Frisbee-lovers festival, sponsored by the Student
Recreation Center. The festival featured professional demonstrations and contests.

these by Jan. 1 but cannot be certain
of delivery because there is a heavy
demand for such products.
THE CITY'S EQUIPMENT will
include four two-and-a-half-ton
dump trucks, a five-ton dump truck,
a new 60-inch snow blower and a
Jeep with a plow.
Hoffman said the city has sufficient equipment to handle the
average snowfall.
The city also is replacing staff
cars with four-wheel drive vehicles
and new pickups will have fourwheel drive. The process will take
several years, he noted. But the city
now has a jeep and a four-wheel
pickup truck.
Alexander explained that the
crews begin to clean Wooster and
Main Streets first and follow with
principal feeder lines. After the
main streets are open, a truck is
assigned to each ward to clear the
streets.
to page 3

Inside the News

Chenault'in-house legal counsel'
By Paula Wlnslow
Staff Reporter
When the office of Equal Opportunity
Compliance (EOC) lost Myron M.
Chenault as its director during the
summer, the University gained its own
lawyer.
"I see myself as sort of an in-house
legal counsel," explained Chenault, 29,
assistant vice president and director of
institutional contracts.
Chenault's position was created as
part of the reorganization of University
Provost Michael R. Ferrari's office.
Chenault and Sheldon Halpern, former
vice provost for faculty affairs,
previously unofficially offered legal
counsel to the University in addition to
their regular duties.
NOW GIVING legal advice Is his
primary responsibility, Chenault said,
adding that he is the University's only
official attorney. His job includes advising the president, provost, deans,
faculty and staff members on contract
questions, policies and release of
personnel and student data.

ENTERTAINMENT: Bob Dylan performed this weekend in
Toledo's Centennial Hall. Review and photos are on Page 4.
SPORTS: The football team lost and the icers' home winning
streak was snapped at 23 games. Pages 9 and It.

By Keith Jameson
Editorial Editor

Weather

Some of his recent projects include
reviewing contracts for upgrading the
University's computer system and

Myron M. Chenault

handling problems with construction
contracts.
Chenault said he also receives
inquiries from faculty and students
about personal legal problems. "You
get flooded with calls-it's like having
your own doctor."
Although he usually attends hearings
and trials involving the University,
Chenault does not represent the
University in court. "I act as a filter for
the requests that people make for our
counsel in Toledo," he said, referring to
the law firm of Marshall, Melhor, Cole,
Hummer and Spitzer.
"THEY'RE PAID by the hour," he
added, revealing an economical aspect
of his job.
Chenault, who previously worked for
the federal government and at Oberlin
College in Oberlin, Ohio, accepted the
post as EOC director here in 1975. But
his duties in that office were more involved with hiring personnel than legal
matters.
"After seven years of preparation (in
law school) it's tough to see yourself
getting away from it," he said. The

creation of his post not only served the
provost's purposes, but also Chenault's
professional goals.
"I'm probably a prime example of
when you have a person with expertise
in a certain area," he explained. "You
use your resources as best you can.
"THE NEED WAS there and I had
the background to fit the need and the
interest to get back into the legal field,"
he continued.
Some may have complained that
Chenault's position was filled without
proper affirmative action policies
requiring an adequate search for a staff
member. But Chenault said he feels
confident that his promotion was
justified.
"My argument is that we've always
encouraged people to try to move from
within to better jobs if there's some
type of close relationship in terms of
promotion."
"Women and minorities have the
same opportunities to be promoted and
move up in an organization as white
males have--if they have the
qualifications," he said.

Student health, life insurance affordable
Editor's note: This Is the second of
a two-part series setting up Insurance policy options for
University students.

High 50F( IOC)
Low35F(2C)
20 percent rain
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Money cannot buy good health but
medical and life insurance may ease
the financial burden if a member of
a family becomes ill or the head of a
family dies.
Life insurance also has many
diverse plans, any of which could fit
into a student's budget, according to

Charles Bartlett, Bartlett Insurance
Agency, 121E. Court St.
Most health plans have three types
of coverage for the client.
Hospital insurance will finance the
cost of a hospital room and food, a
surgeon (if needed), emergency
room fees and bills up to the policy
limits.
Catastrophe medical insurance
will cover all hospitalization costs
after the major medical coverage
has been exhausted.
DISABILITY INSURANCE pays a
monthly sum to a policyholder if he
is unable to work. It usually is equal

to 5f«0 percent of the holder's income.
Life insurance also has many
diverse plans, any of which could fit
into a student's budget.
Policies range from a less expensive term policy (maximum
coverage without accumulated
savings) to an endowment policy,
which provides guaranteed amount
and increases in value, although
Bartlett said this may not be important for a student.
"UNLESS YOU'RE married, the
first thing to do is get through
school," he said.

This opinion is held by others
outside the insurance business.
"Most of the students I talk to do
not have insurance with anyone in
the Bowling Green area. Most have
(insurance) back home," John
Kloss, chairman of the Student
Consumer Union ISCU), said.
But if a student does decide to take
out a policy with an area agent, he
can consider a company's
reputation and financial standing,
Bartlett said, adding that the
student should be satisfied with the
way the company handles
payments.

Debate highlights League of Women Voters'rally
By Jim Flick

Outside the Veterans Building in
Bowling Green Sunday there was a
band and a man dressed as Uncle Sam
giving away balloons.
Inside, there was red, white and blue
bunting, campaign signs and fireworks
between candidates.
Candidates for this district's seat in
the House of Representatives, the Ohio
Legislature, Wood County commissioner and county auditor presented
platforms at an old-fashioned candidates' rally.
THE RALLY was arranged by the
League of Women voters and a
government class of Otaego High
School.

A fiery exchange between Incumbent
Republican Congressman Delbert
Latta and Democratic challenger
James R. Sherck highlighted the afternoon.
Candidates were asked in what areas
they would reduce federal expenditures.
Latta said he had recently proposed a
S percent across-the-board budget cut
to Congress, which was defeated. He
said food stamps for striking workers
and foreign aid were specific items that
need to be cut.
SHERCK RESPONDED by supporting enactment of "proper sunset
laws with teeth" requiring Congress to
frequently evaluate and eliminate
obsolete or wasteful programs.

"Congressmen should cut bacn ui
their own offices, and not use all the
free (privileges) they're allowed, such
as the unlimited franking privilege," he
added.
Sherck accused Latta of "running a
mailhouse" by sending out thousands of
unnecessary congratulatory messages
to consitutents.
The present Congressman has a mail
staff, not a legislative staff," he added.
"MY OPPONENT has been running
around the district, I've been told,
holding up a single letter-my annual
questionnalre-and asking how much it
costs to send out this letter that we print
up in our own offices on a mimeograph
machine,"
"When I'm re-elected, we're going to

continue to provide the same services.
You're going to continue to get that
same questionnaire," Latta said.
Sherck then addressed other issues.
"One of the biggest probleams is
(voter) apathy and distrust of government," he said, adding that he supports a Constitutional amendment that
would allow issues to be placed on the
national ballot by voter initiative.
"That would help return government to
the people," Sherck said.
The candidates also disagreed on
several other issues.
WHOLE SHERCK said the United
States should adopt national education
standards as a national goal, Latta said
"people are fed up with federal
regulations."

Congressman Latta also said he is
opposed to Sen. Edward Kennedy's (DMass.) national health insurance plan.
He conceded that Americans need
protection
against
"sudden
catastrophic Illness," but said a
national health insurance plan would be
prohibitively expensive.
Sherck, on the other hand, noted that
the United States is "really the only
industrialized country in the world that
has no form of health Insurance," he
said in support of the plan.
THREE CANDIDATES for the area's
seat in the Ohio legislature also spoke
and disagreed on the issue of
educational funding.
James R. Copley, the Democratic
candidate, said he supports Democratic
gubernatorial candidate Richard

Celeste's plan for a citizens commission
to study funding.
"We should shift the (tax) burden
away from overtaxed property
owners," Copley said. Ohio legislators
should fund education with money from
the state's budgetary surplus and
money saved from reductions in
bureaucracy, he said.
William Warner, an independent,
said the present state income tax rate
and Ohio Lottery monies cannot support education. "I've found people
favor an Increase in state income tax to
fund education," he said.
T VE HEARD people say they really
don't want a (state) income tax increase," Republican candidate Robert
E. Brown said.
i

speaking out

students and voting: the start of something big
Election day is coming up - in fact.
It's Nov. 7. How many University
students have registered to vote?
Better yet, how many University
students are going to vote?
Students should take an interest in
the events occurring in the city. Freshmen, you almost have to consider
Bowling Green your home and what
was formerly your home Just a place to
visit during vacation. You will spend
nine months of the year here and only
three months at home.
Therefore, what the city council and
county commissioners do makes a
bigger difference to students than what
happens on the political scene at home.
THE DEMOCRATIC
PARTY
sponsored a voter registration booth on
campus and registered more than 1,000

students for this fall's election. As a
result of this large registration, the
Wood County Board of Elections has
established a voting place on campus in
Northeast Commons.
So why don't all you prospective
voters do so on Nov. 7?
The University is not a major concern
for those campaigning for election to
city and county offices because most of

the students do not take the time to
study issues and candidates and vote.
If the University students could
establish a substantial voting bloc, then
politicians might start coming to us for
our opinions on certain issues.
AS FOR THOSE OF you who did not
register here in Bowling Green, are you
going to vote at home? If you have
voted in the last two years, chances are
you do not have to register again. And
in case you forget, two years ago was
when Carter and Ford battled it out for
the presidency.
If you voted in that election, you can
vote in this election without registering.
Getting an absentee ballot is not a
difficult task, but one that must be done
soon. Either write to your board of
elections and ask for an application for

opinion

an absentee ballot, or contact the Wood
County Board of Elections, Courthouse
Square, and get the same applications.
Mail this home as quickly as possible
so you can get your ballot. Completed

This is the year when voters can
choose the state's governor. Do you like
Rhodes or do you blame him for the
Kent State shootings? Do you like
Celeste's ideas or do you think he is just

'Do you like Rhodes or do you blame him for
the Kent State shootings?'
ballots must be at the home board of
elections by 7:30 p.m. on the day of the
election.
COLLEGE STUDENTS are supposed
to be more intelligent than the average
Joe on the street. Why not show this
intelligence by studying the candidates
and the issues and voting for the ones
you think are the best?

blowing the wind?
The important thing is - get off your
behind and make a choice.
If you can't take the time to vote, then
don't complain if something comes out
of Columbus that you don't like. You
lost your voice in the political process
when you didn't vote.
ADD END: In an effort to increase

the amount of news our readers get, the
News is expanding its Local Briefs
section into a News in Brief section.
THE SAME ITEMS of local interest,
such as certain meetings or announcements, still will be included in
this section. But as an added feature.
Items of regional or state importance
will be included whenever possible.
The majority of the briefs will be of a
local nature, but other items of interest
will be found in the section from time to
time.
Look for this aspect of the News - the
information you want, in brief form.
Roger Lowe is Managing Editor of
toe Newt.

'judgment is founded on truth...'

neutron bomb is national columnist
beyond our needs gas conservation- price of energy to come
President Carter has reached a partial decision in the year-long debate
on neutron bomb usage.
One might remember the neutron bomb as the "enhanced radiation
warhead" that would have the power to kill all living things in the effected
area while preserving concrete and brick buildings. It would produce
twice the radiation of conventional nuclear weapons, but have less explosive power.
Before many of the neutron bombs are produced, the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (NATO) would have to give a bomb a mandate, a
move that seems doubtful since the assembled bomb would be stationed
in countries such as Britain, West Germany, Belgium and the
Netherlands.
The News sees a need for national defense and it should be remembered that only the crucial elements of the bomb will be produced, not
the bomb itself.
The News believes, however, that the ramifications of the neutron
bomb, even the production of its crucial elements.are too ghastly to
contemplate.
The United States already has enough fire power to destroy the world
50 times over. If that does not satisfy the national defense appetite,
nothing will.
The defense price tag thai-the neutron bomb carries is too high. It
would be wise to put citizens' IHX dollars elsewhere. ,

WASHINGTON-The Washington Gas
Light Co. just announced that it was
seeking permission to impose new
charges ranging from $7.80 to $14 a
month on customers who cut their gas
consumption significantly by substituting for it electricity or some other
form of energy.
Companies around the country that
supply electricity have warned people
that if they conserve too much electricity their rates will also have to go
up; and during California's drought last
year the water companies raised rates
on customers because they were not
using enough water.
What is dawning on people in this
country is that conservation may not
guarantee anyone cheaper utilitiy bills:
The Antrobus family was sitting
around the living room during a freeze
in 1989. They had all their clothes on
but were still frozen. Mr. Antrobus had

thrown most of the dining room furniture into the fireplace when there was
a ring at the door.
It was the man from the gas company.
"MR. ANTROBUS, I see you're
heating your house by furniture instead
of gas. We'll have to add an additional
$50 to your bill."
"But we can't afford to heat with gas
ever1 since they took the controls off.

Letters
pro sadler

News, other than to criticize something
you don't understand, then I think it is
you that are apathetic.
1628

Since I was the sports editor for the
BG News during the 1971-72 school
year, I guess I qualify in the long line of
incompetent sports editors, that you
mentioned in your recent letter.
However, I would have to agree with
Steve Sadler that in order to disagree
with something, you must first understand what it is you are disagreeing
with. In this case, I think you missed
the point of his column.
But, the biggest point to be made is
that you speak of an apathetic attitude
of Sadler and the fact is that there are
openings on the BG News sports staff
every year. Since you have been at
Bowling Green for four years and have
not taken an active part in the BG

|

Jack Carle
Juniper Drive
Apt. 96
■

united way
We would like to call to your attention
the very important United Way
Campaign which is taking place on
campus this month.
Your pledge helps people by reducing
crime, human suffering, and welfare
dependency, and improves the quality
of life in our community. Over one
thousand persons received human care
services daily last year through United

Way agencies in Wood, Lucas, Ottawa,
and Eastern Fulton Counties.
If you are contacted through an
organization of which you are a
member and asked to help, please get
in touch with Connie Carrino, 238
Ashley (phone 372-5157) and volunteer
your services and-or make a cash
contribution.
To those persons who have already
donated their time and efforts to the
campaign, including those who participated in the Rodgers-Founders
Tennis Marathon, we say "thanks very
much!"
Your help and contribution will be
greatly appreciated.
HollisA.Moore
President
Connie Carrino
Student Coordinator for the United Way

poll improper
In my opinion it is highly improper of
the BG News to try to conduct an
opinion poll before the legitimate poll is
scheduled by the Board of Trustees.
Some of your questions are duplications
of those which are to be asked in the
University-wide poll.
Others are
irrelevant or poorly formulated.
Don't misunderstand me: you are
free to ask the questions, but I have the
right not to answer them. For these
reasons I choose not to fill out your
questionnaire. If many other faculty
feel the same way, your "random
survey" will not provide a realistic
picture.
Stefania E. Gross
Asst. Prof., Language Laboratory
SKA, Univ. Hall

We have to conserve every cubic inch
we can."
"That is not our problem, Mr.
Antrobus. We're willing to provide you
with gas at a price. If you don't buy it,
it costs us money. We're not in the
energy business for our health.''
Mr. Antrobus threw a table into the
fireplace.
"But we need gas for cooking, not for
heating our home. We can't afford
both."
"THEN YOU'LL HAVE to pay for it.
We don't like consumers who just want
to cook with gas, but prefer to heat by
burning their tables in the fireplace.
I'm sure an extra $50 surcharge Is not
out of line."
"I guess not," said Mr. Antrobus
wearily. "Would you give me a hand
with this dresser? The top Is formica
and won't burn."
The gas man left by the front door. A
few minutes later the man from the
electricity company came in the back
one.
"Why is everyone reading by candles? " he wanted to know.
"We're trying to save on electricity,"
Mrs. Antrobus said. "This is supposed
to be the worst winter In years, and we
need what little electricity we can afford for the television set."
"OUR REPORTS INDICATE you've
only used a third of the amount of
electricity you used three years ago."
"Yes, sir. We've been very careful.
We never put on a light unless we have
to."

"We'll have to charge you an extra
$100 a month."
"Is that a surcharge?"
"No, that's a fine. Anyone who uses
less than half the amount of electric ity
used in a previous year is subject to a
$100 fine and six months in prison. In
your case the fine will be sufficient
warning. But watch yourselves because
we're keeping files on you.'' He exited.
"This conservation is really costing
us," Mrs. Antrobus said.
"It's still cheaper to burn the furniture than to pay the gas bills," Mr.
Antrobus told her.
THERE WAS A KNOCK on the door.
It was a man from the Washington
Furniture Energy Co. He said, "I
regret to inform you that we will have
to raise the price of furniture you are
burning by $18 a chair.''
w
But why? We're using everything
we can burn."
"So is everybody else. At this rate,
all the furniture in the country will be
used up by 1985 and we will be unable to
supply our customers. We hope that by
raising our rates, people like you will
give some thought to conserving furniture which is the country's last
valuable energy source."
"The heU with it," Mr. Antrobus said
to his wife. "Let's go back to gas."
"If you do," warned the furniture
man, "we'll have to charge you extra
for it."
(e) 1978, Los Angeles Tunes Syndicate

let's hear from you
The News welcomes reader response to editorial comment as well as opinions
on topics of student interest, in the form of letters to the editor and guest
columns.
All correspondence should be typewritten and triple-spaced. Only those
letters and columns signed and listing the author's address and phone number
for verification will be accepted.
Letters to the editor may not exceed 300 words (30 typed lines). Columns are
not to be more than 60 typed lines.
The News reserves the right to reject letters or portions of letters that are
deemed in bad taste or malicious.
Correspondence may be sent to: Editorial Editor, The BG News, 108
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News in Brief
registrafion
Secretary of State Ted W. Brown
announced that the 1978 voter
registration drive was successful. Some
of the larger counties indicated the
number of new registrants ranges from
8,000-14,000. A conservative estimate
was made that hundreds of thousands
of Ohio citizens have become eligible to
vote Nov. 7.

craft fair
The Union Activities Organization
Public Relations Committee needs
crafts for the Christmas Craft Fair
which will be in the Browsing Room
Union, Nov. 21-Dec. 1. Interested
persons can contact Bernie Karl at 3541878.

trip postponed
The UAO Mammoth Cave Tour,
originally scheduled for Nov. 3-5, has
been postponed until January. Sign up
continues In the UAO office, third floor,
Union.

clarification
It was reported In Thursday's News
article on beer blasts that beer
wholesalers sell beer on consignment.
Under Ohio law, beer is not sold on
consignment. However, any beer not
used may be returned for credit under
certain conditions.
A beer wholesaler also may not give
discounts.

luncheon
The Bowling Green Chamber of
Commerce is sponsoring a "Meet Your
Candidates" luncheon Wednesday in
the Bismarck Dining Room of Kaufman's Restaurant, 163 S. Main St.
Speakers include Norman MlUlgan (R)
and Daniel M. Knoreck (D), county
commissioner candidates.

Union bowling
The Union Activities Organization
(UAO) Wednesday Night Frame-up
starts tomorrow in the Buckeye Room,
Union, and continues for four weeks.
Participants bowl three games for $2
and compete for prizes. Interested
persons should contact the front desk of
their residence hall or the UAO office,
third floor, Union.

Rec center, musical arts near completion
By Terry Potomak
Staff Reporter
With construction continuing at a
relatively steady pace, the Student
Recreation Center should be completed
In time for its scheduled opening Jan. 2
according to Recreation Director Ben
McGulre.
"Roughly 90 percent of the painting
has been completed," he said, and most
of the Indoor lighting has been installed
The contractor yesterday began
pouring the "chem-turf" floor In the
center's racquet room, and carpeting in
the administrative offices located in the
center is being installed, McGulre
added

When completed, the music building
will cover 125,000 square feet,
qualifying it as the largest Instructional
building at the University, Glidden
said.
"We believe that ours will be one of
the most interesting music buildings in
the nation when completed"
Glidden has temporarily turned over
his duties as dean of the College of

Musical Arts to Associate Dean, John
Plersol, to lead a fund-raising drive to
raise an additional $1.5 million for the
music building.
THE STATE has contributed 87-25
million to the project, Glidden explained, although total building costs
amount to$8.75 million.
The cost difference partly resulted

from a proposed enlargement of the
150- and 600-seat recital halls originally
planned for the building.
Those halls Include no full stage and
no lobby space and are inadequate for
opera and musical theater events,
Glidden said
Instead, a 250-seat recital hall and an
850 seat concert hall theater have been
proposed for the building.

Already Glidden has collected
8780,000 for the building in pledges and
contribuions from business, corporations, alumni and parents of music
students.
He said he believes that it will be
possible to raise the rest of the funds by
April. .
"Well, we're certainly going to try,'
he said

THE CENTER now is operating on its
own heating and ventilating system, he
said. The track also has been banked
and is ready for a coating of "sport
tread," a surface designed especially
for running, he added.
"We're in a critical period where
we're into the Installation of floors,"
McGulre noted. He said the wooden
floors in the handball-raquetball courts
and the combative dance room must be
laid in sterile conditions, avoiding all
dust and debris.
But, if all goes well, the general
contractor will be ready to turn over the
rec center to the University by Nov. 15,
McGuiresald.
Then, netting will be hung, equipment
moved, directional signs positioned and
more carpeting installed during
December to ready the center for its
opening, he said.
CONSTRUCTION ON the new
Musical Arts Building also has been
making impressive progress, according to Robert H. Glidden, dean of
the College of Musical Arts.
Although the facility will not open
until fall, 1979, architects and contractors project completion by May,
Glidden said.
"That could, of course, change,
depending upon the winter weather,
material deliveries, or any number of
other variables, but we are encouraged
at being ahead rather than behind at
this point, he said.
The contractors hope to have construction "all under roof by Dec. 1,"
Glidden said

Newsphoto oy D»ve Ryan
Construction on the new Musical Arts Building is making
rapid progress. Slated to open by fall, 1979, the largest in-

Winter

"THATS NICE since they can get
that much more work done during the
winter months," he noted.

Tuesday
Family Night
atPonderosa

, from page one

HOFFMAN NOTED that there
will be a new policy this year to aid
in street cleaning. The main streets
and heavily used residential streets
will be marked to prohibit parking In
heavy snow situations so crews can
clean the streets. Violators will be
towed at the owner's expense, he
said.
Hoffman reminded residents and
property owners of the duty to clear
their sidewalks within 12 hours of the
storm. The city will clean walks on
private property if a complaint is
made to city officials. The property

owner will be billed for the snow
removal.
The city's utility department has
taken some preventive action, according to Robert Sorgenfrei,
director of public utilities. After
several very cold winters, the
department has replaced some
utility lines that have frozen and
lowered others to avoid frost.
Sorgenfrei said it is "unrealistic"
to take any steps to better
safeguard the city's supply of
electricity. There currently are

'ANNA HAVE
SOME FUN?
Youf choice ol a sizzling Rib-eye or Chopped Steak Dinner thai
includes a baked Idaho potato, warm Pondeiosa roll with buttei
and unlimited helpings liom our terrific salad bar Every Tuesday
3 PM to close

SPECIAL
Now until Jon. 1st
'45.00
Student only

administrators, plans for any
blizzard or other severe winter
storm are basically the same as last
year with a few "bugs" worked out.
Ralph G. Brandeberry. Wood
County Disaster Services coordinator, said, "We have had a good
operating system for the last couple
years."
BRANDEBERRY AGAIN WILL
coordinate the county's response
from an emergency command
center In the basement of the county
courthouse.

Tuesday, 6-12 oz.
cans of pop FREE
when you order a
large pizza. (14", 2
items, $4.80 value.)
11 AM-Midnight.

Hurry-You're missing the fun!
7th and High
Bowling Green,

E. Wooster

three lines bringing power into the
city and Sorgenfrei said most cities
have only one line.
TO HELP safeguard and insure a
continuous supply of water should
power fail, emergency pumps at the
Maumee River have been converted
from gasoline to natural gas.
The city is drawing plans which
will present the best route for a
second water line from the treatment plant. He said he hopes action
will be taken by December.
According to disaster services

FREE
POP
TUESDAY
(PAGLIAI'S EAST ONLY)

EY YOU

FITNESS \MP*l
HEALTH
SPAS

structlonal building on campus could be finished by May,
weather permitting.

"Th«Compl.t. Ul»»l. "

(Across from Perry Stadium)

ATTENTION STUDENTS!
All students with National Defense-Direct
Student Loans, Nursing Student Loans, or
Student Development Guarantee Loans, who
are graduating or leaving BGSU after Fall
Quarter 78, should contact the Student Loan
Collection Office to make an appointment for
an exit interview.

STUDENT LOAN COLLECTION OFFICE
407 Administration Building
Telephone: 372-0112

HOURS:
Mon-Sat
11 am-2 am
Sunday
4 pm-Midnight

fagKoi's
440 E. Court
352-1596

SOUTH

945 S. Main
352-7571
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Dylan performs with flair
Review by
Michelle McCuUough

before. The crowd was awe-struck
through most of the first set. Dylan and
his band handed out more and more
energy, but the audience seemed
restrained. Then there came the magic
moment
We were recovering from a vicious
version of "Maggie's Farm" when
there came a shock of recognition-the
heavy organ that distinguished Dylan's
first venture into the electric, "Like A
Rolling Stone."
Suddenly this was our Dylan. No
pretender. That biting singing-talking
style of his rang as clearly as it had
nearly 13 thirteen years ago: "Once
upon a time you dressed so fine...didn't
you?"
The audience lit up.
When Dylan yelled "How does it
feel?" the whole of Centennial Hall had

"This is not necessarily Bob Dylan,"
said my friend as a small man in his
late thirties took the Centennial Hall
stage to thunderous ovation Saturday
night.
I understood what she meant.
To have grown up in the 1960's was to
believe Dylan was our generation's
personal prophet. The problem was
that in the last few years we suspected
a pretender was on the throne. Tonight
we were waiting to see if Dylan or the
pretender would give the concert
THE MAN BEGAN to sing. He
sounded like Dylan but we were
justifiably skeptical. No one of such
legend had ever set foot in Toledo

an answer. The energy was there on
both sides. "Like A Rolling Stone"
could have been a last attempt to reach
anxious legend-hunters-lnstead, it was
mutual recognition. We were still his
public. He was still our spokesman.
THE REST of the night was true
history. Songs from the past got solid if
sometimes shocking reworkings"Masters
Of War"
sounded
like-Gloria." But "Girl From North
Country" and "Just like A Woman"
easily spanned the years and sounded
as fresh and affectionate as ever.
Dylan's new band dispelled rumors of
discontinuity. It worked beautifully
together and soloed even better. The
gem of the evening was a pure rock and
roll reading of "All Along The Watchtower." Violinist David Mansfield

played a raging solo that led into a
guitar solo from Billy Cross, who
seemed Hendrix incarnate for a
moment
Dylan closed with "Forever Young,"
a parting wish, but no one would let him
go that easily. He returned for only one
encore and it was well-planned.
•Changing Of The Guard," from the
most recent Dylan album, "StreetLegal, "was a revelation. Where it had
seemed that the album was the work of
the pretender, the song now flowed
naturally with everything else.
Dylan smiled as he left, and I think I
know why. Throughout the evening he
was simply conning us into the
realization that no matter how much he
changed his style, he hasn't changed
the things that drew us to him in the
first place.

BOB DYLAN appeared at Centennial Hall in Toledo Saturday night and entertained the crowd with tunes from the past
and present. "Maggie's Farm," "Like a Rolling Stone," and
"Forever Young" were some of the songs he played. In the
1960's Dylan was hailed as a prophet and bis sons reflected
American youth's dissatisfaction with society.

University holds entertainment convention
By Loralne Kosco

sessions and live entertainment
showcases for persons involved in
"Take the Programming and Run"
campus programming.
was the slogan for the fifth Great Lakes
The convention provided a
marketplace for buying talent for
Regional Conference of the National
Entertainment and Campus. Activities
colleges, Mary Little, conference
coordinator from Wright State
Association (NECAA) held last
weekend in the Union. The NECKk * tmversrty, said. Through V'rlgofaus
selection process, 30 acts, represented
convention featured educational

by talent agencies, were picked by a
committee to give a 20-minute performance.
According to Little, the convention
also served as a springboard for talent
to gain nationwide development and
recognition. Artists including Harry
('lupin. Linda Ronstadt and Simon and
Garf unkel have been showcase acts.

l

Equus' loses nude scene;
community lnot ready'
By Bob Weingartner
Staff Reporter
It wouldn't take Sherlock Holmes to
discover the missing element in the
University production of the awardwinning Broadway play"Equus,' which
ran last weekend in Joe E. Brown
Theatre.
Anyone in attendance who has seen
the Broadway version noticed the
nudity was left out of the original nude
scene in the University performance.
Dr. Charles R. Boughton, associate
professor of speech and director of
"Equus." made the decision to change
the scene. The scene depicted a sexual
encounter between Alan, the main
character, and Jill, his friend.

would disturb some members of the
audience and give it undue emphasis,"
Boughton explained in support of his
decision.
Decisions about how to play scenes,
he noted, are "entirely up to the
director.
The fact that the nude scene was
performed without adverse reaction in
New York, Cleveland and other cities
did not affect his decision. "It's a case
of how far you think you should go,"
Boughton said. "I think what we're
doing is adequate. If you want any
more, you're being quite voyeuristic."
BOUGHTON SAID he had discussed
changing the nude scene with the actors. They agreed it was not a critical
part of the play and had no objections to
the change, he explained.

"MY PERSONAL feeling is that I
wouldn't ask an actor to do anything I
wouldn't do myself. I felt (the nudity)

Boughton said he believes the scene's

change did not detract from the overall
impact of the production. He said
considerable thought was given to the
matter before he "reached the conclusion that the scene was not
necessary."

"Nobody is going to be aware
anything has been cut unless they've
seen the professional production," he
added.
"This is a theater situation, not
professional theater. This (Bowling
Green area) is not a sophisticated area.
I'm not sure we're ready for that type of
scene," Boughton concluded.
However, some persons tend to
disagree with such claims. As one
student who had seen the play in
Cleveland said in clever rejoinder, "It
must be BG prudity nixing the nudity!"
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352-5762
Our services
are many, so
give us a call.
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Michael Matlin, a comedian-juggler,
rattled off one funny line after another
while juggling scarves, boxes and
double-blade axes. He described the
latter as "punk juggling. It's like punk
rock-it has no entertainment value to it
whatsoever."

Several other acts seemed suited to
an older audience or to a specific interest group. One such act was "An
Evening with Cole Porter," who will be
back to perform at the University in
November.
.

Silverado, a band from Connecticut
with a country-rock musical style,
displayed some shining harmonies and
sharp guitar playing. It has opened for
such acts as Cat Stevens, Linda Ronstadt and America and has released an

Although lighting and sound difficulties were abundant and sometimes
hindered performances, the convention
provided a worthwhile and valuable
experience for many and gave students
ideas on how to get involved.

CINCINNATI (AP)-Entertainer Bob
Hope made light yesterday of his "mild
cardiac disturbance" suffered in
Columbus.
'I'm fine," said Hope, 75, while appearing on the Bob Braun Show, a
regional talk show based in Cincinnati.

Columbus, described Hope's weekend
ailment as "a rather mild form of
cardiac rhythm disturbance."
"I love the way they put that," said
Hope. "Mild cardiac ailment What it
Is, is your heart won't slow down.

They hooked me up with all that
equipment and it was just like a
television show.
"I thought for a minute it was an old
sponsor having me electrocuted," he
said, drawing laughter.

"DOLORES (HIS WIFE) is mad at
me. I should have known it would have
been in the news and I didn't telephone
her.
"She's coming for a look at me. She's
flying to meet me in Pensacola, Fla., in
a private jet I'm playing golf down
there," he said. "I never even went to
the hospital."
Dr. Ralph D. Lach, chief cardiologist
at Mount Carmel Medical Center in

"ALL HE DID (Lach) was press a
nerve in my neck and it went right down
again."
Hope, who appeared at the Ohio State
University homecoming and the
reopening of the Ohio Theater in
Columbus Saturday, had become
exhausted. He said he also had been
rehearsing a dance routine.
"I just asked to see their house man
(the hotel doctor). The next thing I
know, the paramedics are in the room.

HE SAID LACH then came in,
touched the nerve and his pulse rate
went down.

rtd.

&J
163 S. I

Hope immediately resumed his busy
schedule. He came to Cincinnati to
promote a benefit for a home for boys
called Hope House, named after him.
After the show, Hope, a Cleveland
native, had some fun with the Cincinnati Reds scheduled baseball tour of
Japan beginning tomorrow.
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Chicago Trip

Deluxe Prime Rib and Seafood Buffet
every Friday and Saturday 6:00-9:00
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THE BLUEGRASS MUSIC of J.D.
Crowe and The New South, the card
tricks of Ricky Jay and the songs of
Connie Huber, who performed at the
UAO Coffeehouse two weeks ago, also
stoodout

Bob Hope okay after heart ailment
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Call for more Information and Reservations
352-2595
The Now Printersin SOUTH MAIN ST.
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album titled "Taking It All in Stride."
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Special Prices
and Promotion
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...to name a
few ways.

IN ADDITION to the live acts, 70
exhibits were set up and talent agencies
provided pamphlets. Tapes and albums
of artists also were available, enabling
persons to listen to new talent
There also were film showcases
featuring screenings of seven movies
that could be used for future campus
movies, including "The Last Waltz"
and "Pretty Baby."
Educational training sessions also
were held, offering information about
contemporary travel, film, promotion,
religion, student development, concerts
and lectures.

programming for the Union Activities
Organization (UAO) and regional
coordinator of the four-day meeting,
said, "Interpersonally, there is much to
be experienced through the valuable
interaction between school delegates
and associate members."
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Three years ago, when the University
first hosted the convention, the
Poussette Dart Band and the Atlanta
Rhythm Section appeared.
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Short Informational
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Wednesday, Oct. 25,
6:30 p.m.
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Thurs. -Oct. 26 6:30
Stadium Plaza Cinemas
1 st Prize - Your Own Toga Party!
Best Toga Wins Prize
Also Many FREE Giveaways
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Day in review

From Associated Press wire stories

Inflation program to be aired
President Carter takes his new anit-inflatkxi program
to the American public tonight and already business,
labor and consumer groups are telling him it will not
work.
The program, to be unveiled in a nationwide broadcast
at 10 p.m. EDT, includes voluntary limits on wages and
prices. They would be enforced by some new government
weapons, administration sources say.
Carter's program would set a 7 percent limit on wages
and fringe benefits. The price formula is more complicated but is aimed at holding increases to 5 and threefourths percent a year.
The government plans to use sanctions to enforce the
guidelines, such as possibly withholding federal contracts
to firms which do not comply with them, and allowing
more imports, sources said.
AT A NEWS CONFERENCE Monday, spokesmen for
some consumer groups said the main solution to the inflation program is to diminish the control over the
economy exercised by big business.

Candidates clash on funding

"Business control over the marketplace and government economic policies may be too hot for the Carter administration to handle," said consumer advocate Ralph
Nader.
The president of the Machinists Union, who regularly
criticizes government policy, said the anti-inflation
program will fail unless it stops "unbridled corporate
power."
"Until then, the Machinists Union certainly is not going
to comply with his wage guidelines," said the president,
William W. Winpisinger.
LAST WEEK, AFL-CIO President George Meany
criticized voluntary wage-price guidelines as unfair to
labor, arguing that it is easier to control wages than
prices.
Business leaders, on the other hand, say the solution to
inflation is to control government spending and reduce
environmental and safety controls.
However, Irving S. Shapiro, chairman of the DuPont
Co., said, "I don't hear anybody saying they're going to
thumb their nose at the program."

Ohio's gubernatorial candidates
swapped verbal barbs from opposite
ends of the state yesterday while
campaigning for a four-year stint in the
chief executive's Job.
Republican Gov. James A. Rhodes
charges that his opponent, Democratic
Lt. Gov. Richard F. Celeste, "still has
not told the truth about his taxation
plans."
"He has talked publicly about
wanting to spend an excessive $3.3
billion more on schools along in the next
four years, together with other plans
that will make heavy demands on the
state treasury that cannot be met
without new taxes," Rhodes, who is
seeking his fourth term, told a breakfast meeting in Akron.

Administrator named Cleveland chief
Jeffrey G. Fox, 36, a veteran
bureaucrat without experience on any
police force, was named yesterday as
Cleveland's first permanent police
chief in seven months.
The appointment was announced by
Cleveland Safety Director James W.
Barrett as Mayor Dennis J. Kucinlch
remained hospitalized for treatment of
a stomach ulcer.
It was Kucinlch's dismissal of
Richard D. Hongisto on March 24 that
created the vacancy and led to an at-

tempt to remove the mayor from office
through a recall election.
Fox told reporters he was not going to
engage in any debate about his
qualifications, but said his experience
as an administrator should not be
overlooked.
"THE
CLEVELAND
Police
Department is a multi-million dollar
business," Fox said. "The criteria for
administering a multi-million dollar
business is not that you look like Matt

Dillon or that you be the fastest gun in
town."
For the past two months Fox has been
the mayor's special aide for security
planning for school desegregation in the
city next year and he has completed a
seven-week course in basic law enforcement at Case Western Reserve
University in Cleveland.
Prior to that, Fox was Kucinich's
personnel director and worked in the
municipal court system when Kucinich
was clerk of courts.

Fox immediately assumed his duties,
taking over command from acting
Chief Edwin A. NagorsW, the department's chief inspector.
"The recall was depriving the people
of Cleveland of the chance to have a
truly outstanding chief of police," the
mayor's statement said. "The best
applicants for the position withdrew
because of the political instability and
the uncertainty brought about by the
recall."

Egyptians ask for modification of treaty language
Egypt asked for
"modifications" yesterday In the
proposed pence treaty with Israel,
apparently dissatisfied with the weak
link the draft document makes between
the Palestinian issue and an EgyptianIsraeli settlement.
In Jerusalem, meanwhile. Prime
Minister Menachem Begin convened
the Israeli Cabinet to consider the
treaty proposals in what was expected

.

world
to be a long and fiery secret session
lasting well into the night
Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan and
the other Israeli negotiators at the
Washington peace talks with Egypt had
resisted putting "linkage" language in
the proposed treaty-wording that

ATTENTION ARTISTS

>/

would make the Israeli-Egyptian peace
in some way dependent on progress
toward settling the issues of the Israelioccupied West Bank and Gaza Strip and
the political future of the Palestinians
living there.

preamble to appease Egypt the
sources said, and apparently the link
was not strong enough to arouse
Israel's opposition.
BUT EGYPTIAN Prime Minister
Mustafa Khalil said yesterday that
Egypt now has "asked for
modifications." Khalil spoke with
reporters in Cairo after discussing the
treaty proposals for two hours with
President Anwar Sadat.

U.S. sources said in Washington over
the weekend the two sides reached a
"50-50 compromise" on the linkage
issue. A loosely worded formulation on
the subject was inserted in the treaty's

B.G.S.U. SKI CLUB
in cooperation with

Get your 2D and 3D pieces photographed on
Color Slides. It is a convenient way to mail a
portfolio or "SAVE" a work that may be sold.
W.S. KIRKLAND - PHOTOGRAPHY
PHONE 352-3710
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ALL CAMPUS SKI SHOW
TODAY, OCT. 24

state
"But Ohloans are coming to understand that the election of Richard
Celeste will mean a big state spending
program, which the doubling of the
income tax or an equivalent tax hike to
pay for it," Rhodes said.
CELESTE, WHO has said Rhodes'
accusation that he would double the
income tax is a "flat-out lie," criticized
the governor in a Dayton news conference for "supporting a program of
bounded indebtedness which would
have buried the state of Ohio in debt."
Celeste described as a "blueprint for

bankruptcy" a 1975 plan to give corporations tax cuts for up to 30 years,
while increasing the gasoline tax by 13
percent and the state sales tax by 17
percent.
"Imagine the Impact their program
would have on school budgets," Celeste
said. "Every school district and every
student would have suffered. Every
local government would have suffered."
Celeste spent the day in Dayton with
stops at two high schools, the Dayton
rehabilitation center, juvenile detention center, Barney's Children's
Hospital and fund-raisers for
congressional candidate Tony Hall and
secretary of state nominee Anthony J.
Celebrezze Jr. He also appeared at a
League of Women Voters rally last
night

Pope endorses church
policy on communists
Pope John Paul II endorsed the
Roman Catholic Church's policy of
accommodation with communist
nations yesterday saying dialogue is
the only way to ease problems.
"There cannot be true human
progress for lasting peace without the
courageous, loyal and disinterested
search for cooperation and an increasing unity among peoples," the
pope said in an address to representatives from some 125 nations and
world organizations.
"For this, this church encourages all
the initiatives that can be taken, all the
steps that can be accomplished for the
bilateral and multilateral plan."
The former cardinal from communist
Poland did not mention any country or
a specific policy but his meaning was
clear when he said, "The principles
which guided by predecessors and

especially the mourned Pope Paul VI
will continue to inspire the action of the
Holy See."
THE CHURCH'S POLICY of
reconciliation with the Soviet bloc was
initiated by Pope John XXIII and was
pursued vigorously by his successor,
Pope Paul. The anti-communist trend
in the church reached a peak with Pope
Pius XIII's 1950 decree excommunicating "atheistic communists."
Many in the church believe that
having a pope from Poland-a man who
spent almost his entire priestly career
under communism and understand its
workings- will accelerate this process
of detente.
AT HIS INAUGURAL Mass Sunday,
Pope John Paul n appealed to different
economic and political systems to
"open wide the doors to Christ."

SROOEMLE STABLES
14810 Freyman Rd.
Cygnet, Ohio

HAYRIDES and i IPARTY FACILITIES

Adjacent to Student Services Building.
This show features equipment, entertainment,
fashions, demonstrations, and more!
PROVIDED BY UNITED SKI ASSOCIATION

Trail Riding (150 acres)
Lessons
(BGSU credit or noncredit)

In case of rain, the show will be held
in the Student Services Forum

For Further Information Call
655-2193 (Local Call)
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Monty's Beauty Salon
131 W. Wooster*

352-2611

—Men's and Women's Hoirsryling
—RedKen products available

• SPECIAL*
Hair Cut & Blow Dry For $7.30
Mon.-Thur. Only, During October

HOMECOMING
Representative
Candidates

To have your

*

Women
for Women
Meeting

Tuesdoy Oct. 24
\
7:00 pm.
Faculty Lounge, Union
7-8:00 pm
Committee work and reports
(News letter, resource handbook,
Speakers Bureau and
program arrangement)

CALL
NOW...

Lynn Ann Holowach

Senior Picture

Cindy Lee Partain
Meg Davis
Ingrid Hull

included in
*"

the 1979 KEY.

V
All it takes is a phone call to arrange a
Senior Picture appointment.

Dave Barns
Dogwood Suite, Union

8:30-5:30

And $4 is all it takes to put your picture
in the book!

So, don't be late! Don't hesitate I

8-9:00 pm

Must have validation, ID.
be full-time student

Feminist education project

OPEN TO ALL

Make an appointment and order your KEY
by calling 372-0086 » Now!
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Placement
SIGN UP ON WEDNESDAY
OCTOBER J5. AND THUR
SDAY, OCTOBER M. 1971
FOR
THE
SCHEDULES
LISTED BELOW! Sign-up lor
none school
schedules
(Business.
Government,
Agencies
end
graduate
schools) will be held on
Wednesdays at 7:X a.m. In the
FORUM of the Student Ser
vices Building. School sign-up
will be held on Thursdays from
6 00 7-00 p.m. In the FORUM
of the Student Services
Building A DATA SHEET
MUST BE TURNED IN AT
THE TIME OF SIGN-UP. IN
ADDITION.
STUDENTS
MUST TURN IN TWO DATA
SHEETS (OR RESUMES) TO
ESTABLISH A CREDENTIAL
FILE OR THEY WILL NOT
BE
ALLOWED
TO
INTERVIEW.
SPECIAL NOTICE: Requests
for some type of Stan
dardization in resumes and
data sheets have prompted the
University
Placement Ser
vices to require candidates
signing up for Interviews to
complete and present at the
time of the sign up a
"STANDARD" DATA SHEET
for each organization with
which he she wishes to In
terview.

Monday. Nov. .
BUSINESS
Baron Personnel Rocky River.
OH. Office Manager Trainee:
B-Lib. Arts, preferred Sales
and Sales Mgt Dec. and Mar
grads.
Chevrolet Central Office info
Sts.
Dept.
Detroit, Ml.
Citizenship
required.
Programm er Bus.
Applications: B M Comp. Sci.
and InfoSyst. Dec. Mar.. June
grads.
Fidelity Union Life Insurance
Columbus. OH, Sales & Sales
Mgt.: BM Bus. majors. Dec,
Mar., June grads.
HIM, Barth, & King Salem, OH,
Asst.
Accountants:
B M
Accounting. Dec. Mar., June
grads
Marathon Oil Co. Findlay, OH,

Citizenship
required.
Accountants,
Audtors,
Financial Analysis, Syst.
Analysts.
Programmers,
Geologist Degrees needed:
Acctg., Finance, Info. Syst.,
Comp. Sci.. Geology. B-M Fall
grads preferred.
Michigan St. University Grad.
School of Bus. Adm. East
Lansing, Ml, Grad School
Rothschild Mackler & Co.
Beachwood,
OH,
Jr.
Accountant:
B Accounting.
Must have 3.0.

SCHOOLS
Sign up for Columbus Public
Schools will be held Thursday
night from 6:00-7:00 on the
Second Floor Lounge of the
Student Services Building.
Columbus Public Schools
Columbus, OH, Will interview
the following majors: BM
Math. Comp. Sci., Spec. Ed.
Dec, Mar., June grads.

Tuesday, Nov. 7
BUSINESS
Marathon Oil Co. Findlay, OH,
Citizenship
required.
Accountants,
Auditors.
Financial Analysis. Syst.
Analysts.
Programmers.
Geologist. Degrees needed:
Acctg.. Finance. Info. Syst..
Comp. Sci., Geology. B M Fall
grads preferred.
Burroughs Corp. Holland. OH.
Citizenship required. Territory
Mngr.:
BM Bus. (prefer
Mktg or Acctg.) Math, need
2.9g.p.a. Dec. Mar. grads
Champion
International
Hamilton, OH. Will interview
the following: B Comp Sci..
Info. Syst.. Math, Dec. grads.
Kent-Moore Corp. Warren,
OH,
Citizenship
required.
Acctg., Bus. Admin., Mat. S.
Oper., and Mktg. (for Sales
Engineers).
B Dec,
Mar.
grads.
Famous Barr St. Louis, MO,
Merch. Mgt. Trainee: B Any
Ma lor.
Price Waterkouse Cleveland,
OH, Citizenship required. Staff
Accountant: B-M In Acctg.
Yellow Freight Systems. Inc.
Overland Park. KS, Citizen
ship required Mgmt. Trainee:

b M Bus. major
SCHOOLS
Sign-up for Columbus Public
Schools will be held Thursday
night from 6:007:00 on the
Second Floor Lounge of the
Student Services Building.
Columbus Public Schools
Columbus. OH, Will Interview
the following malors: B-M
Math, Comp Sci., Spec. Ed.
Dec, Mar, June grads.

Wednesday, Oct. •
BUSINESS
Famous Barr St. Louis. MO
Merch. Mgt. Trainee: B any
major.
Dow Corning Corp. Midland,
Ml, Citizenship required.
Mktg (Sales) Accountant: B
M In Acctg., Mktg. on 119,
Chemist:
BM
Chemistry,
June grad.
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
Akron,
OH,
Citizenship
required. Programming: BMath or Comp. Sci. Dec, Mar.,
June grads.
Deloitte HAsklns & Sells
Toledo, OH, Acct. and Auditing
Serv.: BM Acctlng. or MBA
degree Mgmt. Advisory Serv.:
MBA In Financial Acctg..
Control, Info. Sys., Quan
tltative
Methods
and
Analytical Tech. Small Bus.
Serv.: BM In Acctg. Tax
Service: B-M or law degree
preparation in Acctg. and
Taxation.
Lutheran Mutual Life Ins.
Perrysburg, OH, Citizenship
required, Sales and Mgt.
Trainee: B Mktg. and Bus.
State Farm Ins. Bloomlngton,
IL, DP Trainee: B-degrees In
QAC Comp. Sci.. Math. Bus.
Adm., Acctg., Lib. Arts Dec ,
Mar. June grads.
UARCO Toledo, OH, Sales
Rep.: B-M any major.
Warner & Swasey Cleveland,
OH, Citizenship required. Will
interview
the
following
degrees: Bus. Adm., Mktg. B
level. Dec, Mar., June grads.

Thursday, Nov. 9
BUSINESS
Dow Corning Corp. Midland.
Ml. Citizenship required.

618 S WimfQ.rd."
Rd.
Bowling QrMn
352S01I

Mktg. (Sales) Accountant: B
M In Acctg.; Mktg. on 11 9.
Chemist:
BM
Chemistry.
June grads.
Chrysler Corp. Detroit. Ml.
Programmers Syst. Trainees:
B-M Comp. Sci.. Math, Bus.,
Oper. Research, Comp.
Diamond
Shamrock
Corp.
Cleveland, OH. Citizenship
required. Accountant: BAcctg Sales: BS Physical Sci.,
any Bus. major. June grads
only. Data Processing: B-lnfo.
Systems or Comp. Sci. and
Math
malors with concentration In Comp. Sci. Dec,
Mar., Junegrads.
McLean Trucking Toledo. OH,
Operations and Sales Trainee:
Any Bus. or Lib. Arts major. B
level.
National City Bank Cleveland,
OH,
Citizenship
required.
Mgmt. Asst.: B-M Bus., Info.
Syst., Comp. Sci. Dec, Mar.,
Junegrads.
Union Carbide Fostorla, OH,
Accountant:
B Acctg
Dec
grads preferred.
York Steak Houst Systems,
Inc. Sandusky, OH, Manager
Trainee: 8 any malor. Dec,
Mar, Junegrads.

Friday, Nov. 10
BUSINESS
Best Products Co.. Inc. Parma
Hts., OH, Mgmt. Trainee: B-M
in Lib. Arts and Bus. majors.
Dec, Mar grads.
Continental
Telephone
Knoxvllle, IA, Customers
Service Superavisor: Mktg.,
Gen.
Bus..
Interest
in
Supervision. B-M. Personnel:
Bus. malor. Public Affairs: B
M in all above, and Dec, Mar.,
grads preferred.
Ernst a. Ernst Cleveland, OH,
Citizenship required.
Staff
Professionals: (Audit Tax &
Consulting)
B-M Acctg..
Systems, OAC, Bus. Admin.
J.C. Penney Co. Birmingham,
Ml. Citizenship required. Staff
Auditor: B Acctg.. Finance
Accepted. B level.
Westfleld Companies West
field Center. OH, Citizenship
required.
Underwriter Field
Rep.: B Bus & Econ.
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nadness

Bowling
Gr*H»n

MWED
ftOUSt
Wood County Grand Stand Building
Thurs., Oct.19 - Sun. ,Oct. 22.
Reopen Thurs.. Oct. 26.
Close Tuts.. Oct. 31.
7 p.m. • 11 p.m.
Oct. 20 & 21 Is Greek Night.
Wear a Greek T-Shlrt and get
50 cants oil admission.

ADMISSION M.50

Look lor.ad in
this paper'
It s Madness1

PI KAPPA PHI

ABORTION

Congratulates
Their Newly Elected Officers

TOIL FREE
9 a.m.-IO p.m.

1 -800-438-8039

Cinema 1*2
TUESDAY* THURSDAY
STUDENT NIGHTS!
All ST (JOINTS Jk^fcth
WITH II) V
}£§**
A RIOTOUS fAtCC

JOIN
THE
FUN!

HEtt AT L0N0 LAST

4th
BIO
WEEK!
"OF*
SMOKE"
AT
7 MAN0
• Xf M

Mall Albert
Mark Kraeh
Alan Beal

Mark Rust
Ian Mackenzie
Darrell Anderson
K. Sehwartz-D. Bcnstnn
Jon Vince
Jim Tock
Dave Viekers

Thanks to the old officers
for a job well done

-ANIMAL
HOUSE"
M
1 JO AND
f'MPM.
WE'RE
LOOHINO
FOflOU*
OWN
JOHN
•tLUSMI
LISTEN TO
WKK>
9J*M
FOR
DFTAIIS'

Kevin I.atosky
CraiR Anderson

Arc-lion
Vlcc-Archon
Treasurer
Secretary
Historian
Warden
Chaplain
House Manager
Stewards
I.F.C. Rep.
Pledge Trainer
Social Chairman

STaUHUM

r.

Jaycees

LJ.NPMI.

ANIMAL

m

-G

PHP

A plsxa novor hod It so good,

V.

V* j

M

Fast Free Delivery 352-5166 " rl /
'>—

LOST* FOUND
Found women's lined leather
glove in Math Sci. area. Ph.
Harvey at J 5000
SERVICESOFFERED
Babysitting at my home. 352
3)53before I: 30or after 6pm
Pregnancy Aid & Under
standing EMPA 267 4679 8,
3521*86
Get your skis ready for winter
now. Tune ups, hotwax, binding adjustments Call Jack.
3523113
House & Fall Cleaning by WE
FOUR HOUSEWIVES CLN.
SERV.
Today's working
person does not want to work
all week a then another 4-a hrs.
doing household chores, that
person deserves to be free on
weekends. For details: IMS24} I.
Tennis
Rackets
Restrung.
Professional stringing at
reasonable rates. 354 1349.
PERSONALS
Sig Ep Sam sez' Sig Ep's and
Pledges are No 1
Sig Ep's Sam needs your help.
He's 6 ft. under &> can't get out.
Paula 6. Annlta Annlta &
Paula? Your serenade was
GREAT 11 Good Luck on your
National Test, if you pass you
might go Active sometime this
yer!?l WE LOVE YOU The
KD's.
Congratulations to Deb Lanam
on being elected KO Vice
President, 6, to Deedy Dunkle
It Annlta Paoluccl for their
new offices of Assistant Pledge
Tralnersl11
ZTA's Big Man on Campus
Contest-Union Foyer Nov. 6 10
from 10 5pm
Deadline for
nomination 10 24 78 at 11:30
pm. CALL 352-0878 or 26417.
ANY GROUP can nominate 1
person. Need' name, address,
ph.
no..
nominating
organization. Prize-dinner for
2 at Toledo Restaurant. S goes
to help retarded citizens.
Sylvia (Sally): I've tried to
find you. Will you find me?
Dale 352 5503
AUDITIONSl 1st anni|fl "Oirl
I'd Most Like To Shower With"
Contest
Single girls 18-30
invited to try-out Oct. 25
beginning 8:00pm.
114 S.
Summit.
Bring your own
Kay-Ann Beauty Shop, hair
cutting 14.00. 124 W. Wooster.
3523113.
The Delta Gamma Sister
congratulate Laura Sadler on
being selected as a BG
Pom merette I
Congratulations, Laura I
WARNING: Warrens, the
PMetslonal ghost hunters will
•gain be on the BG Campus

Fri. Oct. 27. Free for all. Come
& enjoy a frightfully fun
evening. Just part of a terrific
Homecoming Weekend.
Remember, Homecoming 1978
is "Spirits, Past & Present." It
promises to be the best ever!
First annual "YELL LIKE
HELL!" will make It's first
BG appearance Frl. Oct. 27.
Any group with 2-3 cheers
based on Homecoming or
Halloween. This amazing
display will take place In front
of Williams Hall. Decibel
meters will tell the story! Pep
rally Immediately after
Don't forget to vote for Senior
Homecoming Representative.
Election Tues. Oct. 24. 8 30
5:30 in Dogwood Suite. All
students permitted to vote.
Must bring I.D.. validation &
be cirryingmin ol!2hrs
Congrats to the 5 Homecoming
Finalists. They are Lynn Ann
Holowach. Cindy Lee Pertain,
Meg Davis. Ingrid Hall & Dave
Burns.
Women's Studies Program is
offering a S75. honorarlam for
Women's
Studies
Logo.
Everyone welcome to participate. The requirements are
as follows: 6x11 bi «. wht.
presentation on illustration bd.
Deadline: Mon. Nov. 13.
EUNIE'S
BAR.
Specials
Thursday thru Saturday. 809 S.
Main.
Will pay S15.00 for Falcon
Student Hockey Pass. Call 352
4893 alter 6pm.
We can't believe you finally
had your candle passing.
We've only been waiting since
Spring! By the way how's the
Pond, Pietch? That a way
Beetle Butt! Alpha Phi Love.
Crip 8.
Big "D". PS.
Congratulations Cindy 8. Jeff
on your Alpha Phi-TKE
lavalierlng.
Golden, Hope your birthday Is
really great, 21 only comes
once so party hardy sweetie!
Love, Your Lil' Sis.
LET'S ALL CHANT
CheeOmunga
CheeOmunga
CHEEOMUNGA! i'
Saturday, November nth
Congratulations
Ingrid
on
being chosen for Homecoming
Court. Good Luck with elec
tlons today We're behind you
all the way! Love, your Chi
Omega Sisters.
Pat Goggin congratulations In
your fine performance in the
marathon last weekend. Good
luck In the rest of your meetsl
Love, the Chip's.
Congratulations to our 4 new
pledges. Mary Tromp, Jill
Dledrlck. Carrie Nolan 8. Taml
Marchand. Welcome into our
nest! Love. The Sisters of Chi

Ompga

Happy 31 st DEBEYin Love,
Halle.
The Brothers of Delta Upsilon
cordially Invite all ladles to
attend Lil Sis Rush, tonight &
Thursday night 7:30 9130.
Carolyn Gulnn: Happy 21st
Birthday! You're finally legal!
We're pysched for dinner &
collecting free drinks downtown tonight! Love, Gretch &
Paul.
It's The Big "21". Happy
Birthday Kathy From Rob
with Love.
Congratulations to Cindy &
Jeff on their Alpha Phi TKE
lavalierlng! All right. Bedell!
You Woman we knew it would
happen! You can't fool usl
Lots of Love. Your Alpha Phi
Sisters
CONTACT LENS WEARERS.
Bausch& Lomb has brand new
Soflens products you should
know about. Send for information. Soft Lenses. Box
7453. Phoenix. Arizona 85011.
Don't miss the SNAKEDANCE
Thurs Oct. 26. We Will tip off
the Homecoming Weekend.
B.G. placed In the Guiness
Book of World Records with
3.376 people marching across
campus. But in England, the
record was raised to 4,472
people.
So this year the
Falcons will be back in full
force. Everyone is needed be
part of It all Don't come to us,
because the Snake will come to
you!II
Bookstore Forum party after
Snakedance. FREE Cider 5.
donuts for all who attend.
Music provided.
"SPOOKTACULAR" the
most talked about
Costume
Ball ever, will this year be
FREE! Games Include all
campus apple-bobbing, pie
eating, pie throwing 8. best
costume award. Wear a
costume & receive a free box
of popcorn. Guaranteed to be a
super time, (proper ID
required).
Congrats Nancy, Sherry, Beth
& Kathy our new active
sisters. Love, DG Pledges.
D.G. Pledge trainer engaged!
Good Luck & best wish to Pam
& Matt Love D.G. Pledges.
Congratulations on your
engagement Tuttle 8, Kenny.
Best wishes. Love, D.G.
Pledges.
Mums for Moml Order
Parents Day mums from
Mortar Board members thru
FridayOct. 27. CALL 372 5281
Win Kaplan tickets! Mortar
Board Homecoming Raffle
tickets on sale In Union 10 2
thru Oct. 27.
BOWLERS: U.A.O.'s Frame

up starts Wed. Oct. 25 8pm. 3
games for S2. Prizes. Prizes.
Prizes! !!Call 2 2343

Ci«»uir-i»nr»«i

Spicy Staur
r«»4*t Mn«jM»oaM
bararMHni
Cl.nllli.il
Fmk GfHKi BMI
EiBa CbMM
Co. ntek D~fk
Clw^OuM
GmnOSM.

WANTED
Needed I F. rmte. to share 2
bedrm. apt. $100 mo., own
room, nice location. Call Mary
3526416
Needed, old, used blue jeans
to be cut for quilt blocks. Call
3531753.
1 F. rmte. needed. $90 mo. plus
util. CALL 352 2260.
HELPWANTED
Waltors. waitresses 3rd shift
only. Apply In person Frlsch
Big Boy E. Wooster.
Dino's Pizza now hiring pizzamen! Apply In person after
4pm on weekdays.
Waitresses 1st & 3rd shifts.
Cooks, 3rd shift. Apply in
person. Dutch Pantry. 1720 E.
Wooster.
Youth Leader with Maumee
Youth Camp. Good pay.
Contact Student Employment
for details.
The autistic community of
Northwest Ohio is looking for a
couple Interested in being
houseparents . & property
managers for 1 yr. for autistic
adolescents. Rent & compensation provided. Contact
Or Bob Roberts 1 885 3666.
FOR SALE ~
1953 Les Paul original electric
bass guitar. 352-0300.
1976 Honda CB 360T. 2200 ml.
Stored winters. Must sell. Buy
now 8, save Big Bucks. 352-5503
or 114 S. Summit.
1975 Cutlass Supreme. Excell.
cond. 154 1196 after 7 pm.
Must sell! Moving November!
1972 Mobile home, 3 Ig.
bedrms., l'/i bath, completely
remodeled. $8,000 or best offer.
Ph. 666-4861 after 6pm or ph.
352-2087 before 6 8. ask for
Julie.
Kenwood KA 3500 Integrated
amplifier, Kenwood KT5300
stereo tuner. Sansul SR-222
turntable. Call 2 5334.
1974 Brn. Plymouth Satellite.
Automatic, air, 4 door. PH.
372 0171 or 352 7761.
35mm Pentax SP 1000 with
135mm lens. Case 8, flash.
Reduced for quick sale!!!
2134* It ask for John.
FOR WENT
Business place for rent. 325 E.
Wooster. 352 7400.
1 bedrm. unfurn. apt., $175 mo.
Included heat. Located on 4th
St. To sublet now or Wtr. Qtr.
CALL 352 6716atter 5pm.
Brand new f#rn apt., 2 blks.
from campus, for 3-4 persons.
Call 352-4474.
1 bedrm. unfurn. apt.,$185-mo.
all util. pd. except elec Ph.
352 4380 In a.m.
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New Location:
143 W. Wooster

10-5:30
Tuo.-Thur., Sat.

10-9
Mon, Fri.

Accessory Specials
Tuesday only
All Shawls 100% Acryllic 40% off
Solids, plaids, paisleys

H All Felt Hats,

20 % Off

^P All Handbags

20 % Off

I

All styles, colors

Leathers, corduroy, vinyls
V Small Leather disco bags
Open Till 9:00 pm.

The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.

40 % off
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A HUNDRED RACES OF
PSYCH TOMORROW
AND A DRESS REHEARSAL
TONIGHT.

YOU CAN DO IT!
^t gets down to what you want to do and what you
have to do. Take the free Evelyn Wood Reading
Dynamics lesson and you can do it—handle all the
work college demands and still have time to enjoy
college life.
You can dramatically increase your reading speed
today and that's just the start. Think of the time,
the freedom you'd have to do the things you want
to do. F6r twenty years the ones who get ahead

have used Reading Dynamics. It's the way to read
for today's active world—fast, smooth, efficient
Don't get left behind because there was too much
to read. Take the free Evelyn Wood Reading
Dynamics lesson today. You can dramatically
increase your reading speed and learn about
advanced study techniques in that one free
lesson. Make the college life the good life With
Reading Dynamics you can do it.

SCHEDULE OF FREE LESSONS
The Falcon Plaza Motel
1450E. WoosterSt.

Today October 24, at 3:30 & 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday October 25,atl :30, 4:30 & 7:30 p.m

H EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS

Pue S Tlie BG Newt Tuesday, Octrter M, UW

GSS proposes action for
new academic year
By Terry Potosnak
Staff Reporter
In his State of the Senate
address given to the
Graduate Student Senate
(GSS) Friday, President
Narbeth
(Nobby)
Emmanuel proposed a
course of action for the 197879 academic year and
recapped previous Senate
accomplishments.
Calling attention to the
current
collective
bargaining controversy,
Emmanuel said that the
senate would be "addressing
itself to the issue" although a
position would not be taken
until GSS further discusses

collective bargaining.
Noting the increase in
graduate student stipends
acquired by GSS last year,
Emmanuel said, "We will
shoot for another raise in
stipends this year."
EMMANUEL ALSO noted
improved graduate student
representation in University
student services areas.
He told senators about a
GSS questionnaire that was
distributed to graduate
students last year, asking
them their views on the
University graduate
program.
Upon analysis of the
questionnaire data gathered,

improvements
In the
graduate program will be
forwarded to specific
departments, Emmanuel
explained.
John A. La Tourette, dean
of the graduate college,
noted that the study, which
parallels one conducted on
the national level, indicates
that graduate students
generally are satisfied by
University programs but
also are disappointed
because "they are not
challenging enough."
"IT'S MY VIEW that
graduate education should
be taken as a total approach-from A to Z," La Tourette
said, stressing the im-

portance of an effective
placement service for
graduate students.
La Tourette noted that the
"real trouble spots" in
placement services are "the
ones that students don't sign
up for," citing the field of
humanities as an example.
He said he has considered
the possibility of requiring
graduate students to register
at University Placement
Services.
Other GSS business included the appointing of
senators to the University's
standing
committees,
stressing the importance of
attendance and graduate
student representation.

Journalism workshop to be held
Newspholosby Frank Breithaupt

TOGA1TOGA! Following a new national fad. University students last week
dressed In bedsheets for a toga party, sponsored by PI Kappa Phi.

More than 1,000 high
school students are expected
to attend the annual Northern Ohio Scholastic Press
Association (NOSPA) fall
workshops Wednesday at the
University, according to
Lawrence J. Jankowski,
assistant professor of

Escort service needs more volunteers
By Cynthia Leise
Staff Reproter
The escort service needs
to double its manpower to
become fully operational,
according to its coordinator.
John C. BeU, Student
Government Association
iSGA) senator and service
coordinator, said about 20
volunteers still are needed to
escort University students to
on- or off-campus locations
or to dispatch for the service.
The service, located at
Campus Safety and Security,
has escorted from 10 to 15
persons a night since last

or were busy.
SGA President Michael C.
Voll said he and BeU are
speaking to University
groups to recruit volunteers
for the service. Voll, who
has served as an escort, said,
"It's a really satisfying
feeling helping someone out"
and asked that students
become involved
Escorts and dispatchers
regularly work for the
service from 7 p.m. to 12
p.m. every day but Saturday
and are reimbursed for
expenses if they wish to
escort in a car. Voll said if
enough persons volunteer to

Monday, when it re-opened,
but Bell said the 18 escorts
and dispatchers are overworked. He said the service
was not open Friday and
Sunday nights because of a
lack of manpower.
"I DON'T want to overschedule," Bell said, "Some
people are working several
times a week and that's not
good." Although, escorts are
not complaining and are
working more hours than
they should, he noted. Then a
larger staff would be more
flexible, persons could skip
escorting if they had to study

escort they may only have to
escort once a week or once
every two weeks. He said
the service also could have
two shifts of escorts a night
ANY STUDENT can
escort by contacting Bell at
SGA or the Commuter
Center and obtaining an
interview during regular
hours at Campus Safety and
Security.

If an escort is approved by
the interviewer, a record
check is made and he can
begin escorting, Bell said.
Voll said he is hopeful that
dormitories,
fraternities,
sororities and groups will
have contests to determine
who can recruit the most
escorts for the service.
Kreischer Quadrangle is
sponsoring such a contest.

The
Tlock Restaurant 1
And Pancake House

Interested in Changing
Dorm Living Conditions?

journalism and executive
director of NOSPA.
Workshop topics include
newswriting. yearbooks,
photography, broadcasting,
advertising
and
publications, Jankowski
said.
"There are almost 200
different sessions that a
student can attend," he said.
"In news, for example, there

will be sessions on feature
writing, columns and
sports."
THE PURPOSE of the
program is to improve high
school publications.. "All
workshops give students new
ideas to help better high
school newspapers and
yearbooks and new advisers
have a chance to meet other

\

Great Scot

Tues. thru Fri. 7 a.m.-11

Resident Student Association

2 Eggs —Bacon, Sausage
or Ham — Toast & Coffee
160

meetings

WE'RE RIGHT ACROSS FROM
THE STADIUM ON
' W00STER STREET.

fRIfNDIV FOOD STORfS

OPEN DAILY 7-12 SUNDAY 10-10

FOR BG NEWS READERS ONLY.

GREAT
SCOT

HOPPER
TOPPERS
Great Scot $

BREAKFAST SPECIAl

Attend the

Price

I Dannon
| Yogurt

McFall Center

Delta

Zeta

congratulates
Sue Osterhout
on going active
welcome to
the bunch!
-

NOTICE!
LOSE WEIGHT!

I
}

1

B.G. WEIGHT CONTROL
CENTER

I

Now forming day and evening classes
A total program to solve your
problem for good!

I
\
I
I

• Alternate release for tension and
nervous eating
• Dietary information
• Nutritional and Exercise information
and planning
• Personal enrichment
• Hypnosis
• Effects of advertising on your weight
• Self-Hypnosis
• Underlying causes of weight

REGISTER NOW!
352-8777
B.G. Weight Control Center
Where weight loss becomes a habit

}

!

I
i

I with this BG News coupon
m
good thru Monday Oct. 30, 1978

R.N.'s!
Come to
A Place
that's
Growing..
A Place to Grow.

I Head

§

25.*i

8 oz. size
Tuesdays 6:00 p.m.

advisers and share interests
and problems," he said.
High school teachers.
University faculty. News
employees and professionals
from area newspapers,
television and radio stations
teach the sessions, he said.
A
yearbook
award
ceremony, exhibits and a
luncheon also are on the
agenda.
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Lettuce
limit 1
twith this BG News coupon
good thru Monday Oct. 30, 1978

J

Great Scot/
OSU Hospitals give RNs countless opportunities to learn
and grow with the newest in technology, medical and
nursing approaches...tuition reimbursement available for
study at OSU...outstanding employee benefits...and
salary commensurate with education and experience. If
you are anexperienced RN, we invite you to GROW WITH
US at our expanding medical center.
For more information, mail coupon or contact:

Director, Nursing Service Administration
The Ohio State University Hospitals
410W. 10th Ave., Room N-201
Columbus, Ohio 43210 (614) 422-7023
Please send me more information about nursing opportunities at OSU Hospitals.
Name
Address
City
.

State

zip.

An Equal Opportunity-Affirmative Action Employer
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Michigan provides nightmare
By BUI Paul
Assistant Sports Editor
An aura of disbelief enveloped the Bowling
Green locker room Saturday night.
For the first time in 24 games the Falcons had
tasted defeat on home ice and for the second
consecutive night they had been dealt an overtime
loss despite outshooting their opponents.
Nobody tried to explain it. It just seemed like
there wasn't any explanation. Some players
hurriedly made their way for the showers. Others
sat fully dressed, their faces buried into their
hands and still others muttered to themselves
seemingly still unable to believe what they had
just experienced was indeed real.
"WE OUTPLAYED THEM, we outworked
them, and we outskated them," said winger Steve
Dawe, who along with Yves Pelland and Tim
Alexander combined to form one of BG's most
impressive lines Saturday.
"I think we defeated them in every aspect of the

game," he continued. "This is the most frustrating
type of defeat because we totally dominated. We
tie it up and you figure you finally got a break and
things will start going your way, but it just wasn't
meant to be. There was no justice in that defeat,
but I guess it's a learning process."
"There is nothing you did wrong and really
nothing that they did right. But the longer you play
hockey the more you realize that there are games
you are going to outwork the other team and still
lose. The season is long and hopefully something
like this will build character. When you win or lose
you do it together. Just look around. We all feel the
loss together as a team.''

"It hurts because we played so well," said
Charko, who handled all of the Falcons'
goaltending duties. "It's just not fair that we lost
both of those."
Charko was relogated to the role of spectator
often Saturday while his teamates dominated
play. The sophomore turned away 41 Michigan
shots in the series and narrowly missed stopping
Lerg on the breakaway Saturday as the puck
trickled over the goal line. Again it was a case
where the netminder would remain inactive for
minutes then suddenly be called upon to thwart a
Wolverine opportunity. But from Charko there
would be no excuses.

FOR SENIOR JOHN MARKELL It was the
fourth consecutive year that he had experienced a
similiar experience.
"They get one lucky bounce and score, but I
guess that's hockey," he said. "It seems like there
is some kind of hex against Michigan. We've
outplayed them and we haven't won in the four
years that I've been here. You outshoot them 56-22
and still lose. How do you explain it?"

"n"S A TOUGH game to play, but that's my
job," he said, "and I'm the one who failed."
But it was debatable whether anyone had failed.
Sometimes the maturity of a team can best be
measured in defeat rather than victory and this
series was a real tester.
For now it .appears the Falcons survived the
trauma but only the next few weeks of hockey can
indicate how well the team can bounce back.

New faces help Falcons
ByPatHyland
Assistant Sports Editor
OXFORD, O.-Even when you know you played
well individually, the satisfaction just isn't there
when the team has to swallow defeat. Such was
the case for Junior Dan Gatta and sophomore Dave
Windatt following BG's demoralizing loss to
Miami on Saturday.
Gatta, a 6-foot, 209-pound defensive end from
Niles, made the first start of his college career
Saturday, playing in place of sophomore Tim
Ross. He made five unassisted tackles, helped out
on another, and picked off a Miami pass which he
ran in for the Falcons' lone score.
"I'M PRETTY satisfied with my performance
now," he said in the locker room following the
game, "but I'm sure that after I watch the films
there'll be plays that I could have been better on. I
had a little trouble with the crackback blocks, but
that was the only real problem."

Before the Miami game, Gatta played only on
the special teams and saw limited duty against
Kent State. Head Coach Denny Stolz gave Gatta
the nod for a starting assignment early in the
week.
"You've got to work hard even when you're not
getting in," said the soft-spoken Gatta. "But it
makes it easier in practice when you know you're
going to be in there on Saturday."
GATTA SAID he thought the defense played
well, even though the Redskins managed 18 points.
"There was a lot of good hitting by a lot of
people," he said. "Everyone seemed to be helping
each other out and getting the job done. I thought
we played well overall."
Offensively, BG's only real threat on the ground
was Dave Windatt. The 5-foot-eleven-inch, 216pound Michigan native carried 15 times for 87
yards. That's a hefty 5.8 yards-per-carry average.
"I THOUGHT it was one of my better games,"

Windatt said. "I thought I blocked and ran all
right There were some really nice holes up front
most of the game."
It was only the second week as a regular for
Windatt, who usually splits playing time with
senior Steve Holovacs. The latter has been
sidelined with a leg injury, however, giving
Windatt the full-time fullback Job.
"I'd rather play the whole game," Windatt said
of his duties. "It gives you more of a feeling of
participating. When you're on the sidelines you
don't feel as much a part of the offense."
Windatt said he did not feel that Miami's blitzing
defense stifled the Falcons.
"We picked up the blitz pretty well," he said.
"We knew how they'd blitz and where they'd come
from. We had it pretty well covered except in the
third or fourth quarter when they hurt us a little."
Although both players had good overall games,
neither one could muster a smile as they prepared
for the bus ride back home.

Hoyes wary of w/n/ess Wildcats
COLUMBUS, Ohio (API-Ohio State Coach Woody
Hayes is calling on his usual method-hard
practices-to avoid a college football upsetagalnst
invading Northwestern .thisweek.
The Buckeyes face an uphill battle to win or
share their seventh straight Big Ten Conference
title, stung already by undefeated league leader
Purdue.
Northwestern, on the other hand, has not won a
game this season.

"YOU NEVER dare take a team lightly," Hayes
said of the Wildcats, "so you prepare. We'll work
a little harder than usual this week."
Northwestern shows an 0-6-1 record under firstyear Coach Rick Venturi and has dropped four
straight league games since a 0-0 standoff with
Illinois.
"We can't give them a good buildup," said
Hayes.
"OUR DEFENSE was getting stronger at

BG hooters fall inOT
By Dave Lewandowski
Staff Reporter
Bowling Green soccer coach Gary Palmisano
ailed it a judgemental call, the referee called it a goal. The
referee prevailed. What tir dissenting vieas focused on wasaby the referee on an Akron goal in the second overtime that
sent the Falcon booters to their second-strairtdef eat 6-3 at the
dof the homesta nding Zips.
WITH THE SCORE deadlocked at three at the end of
regulation play, the game went into overtime. Neither squad
was able to tally in the first extra period and another was
played.
That's when the roof fell in on the BG booters. An Akron
player took a shot that BG goalie Bob Alarcon initially
stopped. But the ball took a backspin off Alarcon and landed
on the goaline. BG back Mike O'Rourke kicked the ball from
the goaline, but the referee called it a goal.
"The ref was definately out of position," Palmisano said.
"That fourth goal broke thecamel'sback. After thai we were
physically and mentally drained."
Palmisano, however, was not distraught over the booters
defeat, their second in eight games.
"WE PLAYED WELL enough to tie and possibly win,"
Palmisano said.
Palmisano said the game was balanced even though the
shot totals did not indicate it Akron had 46 shots with Alarcon
blocking 19 of those attempts, while BG countered with 26
shots, 10 on the Zip net. Comer kicks were even at seven
apiece.

Purdue. It was our offense that put our defense in
the hole too many times. I think our team is
getting better. We'll have to if we want to wind up
a good season,"he said.
Ohio State, 3-2-1 overall and 2-1-0 for a secondplace tie in the Big Ten with Minnesota, Michigan
State and Michigan, may be without its defensive
ends, Kelton Dansler and Paul Ross, against
Northwestern. Both suffered injuries against
Iowa.
Hayes was not surprised his Ohio State defense,
leaking for 90 points in its three previous games,
did not surrender a point until the third quarter
against the Hawkeyes.

"A lot of their shots were taken from way out and blew over
the net," Palmisano said.
Dennis Mepham kept up his torrid scoring pace with a goal
early in the first half to put the Falcons on top. Akron came
back with two goals of their own before John Bertrams
scored near the end of the half to knot things at 2-2.
AKRON SCORED once again half-way through the second
half before Dieter Wimmer countered for BG with seven
minutes remaining to tie the score and send the game into
overtime.
The rookie BG mentor said his team played an even game
against the Zips, who have been ranked as high as 14th in the
nation this season. BG has never defeated the Zips in their
history let alone take them into overtime, Palmisano said.
"We played our game," Palmisano said. "Individually
they might have been better, but we were the better team."
THE LOSS ALL but knocks the Falcons out of the race for a
post-season NCAA playoff bid. Palmisano said that the
booters should retain their number three ranking in the state,
however.
Palmisano said the booters have re-established their goals
after the defeat at Akron.
"We will have a lot of personal goals on the team now, and
a team goal of having the most wins in a season by a BG
soccer team," Palmisano said. With five games remaining
the booters stand at 6-2. The record number of wins for a
Falcon soccer team is nine.
The Falcons travel to Toledo for a date with the Rockets on
Wednesday.

Harriers winners again
By Dan Firestone
Assistant Sports Editor
An easy 17-40 victory over Kent State Saturday Insured
Bowling Green's men's cross country team of its 16th winning season in 17 years, while the Falcons also won the seventeam United Nations Day Invitational.
The Falcons were scoring a dual meet against the host
Falshes during the invitational, where BG edged Malone 4547 for the championship.
Senior Kevin Ryan once again was the Falcons number one
runner, winning the meet in a time 30:03. Jay Marshall, of
Malone. was second and Nate Ritchie of Akron, took third.
RYAN, A THREE-YEAR letterman from Cleveland, has
consistently been the leader for the Falcons this season and
drew high praise from BG coach Mel Brodt for Ills latest
performance where he led the race from the three and onehalf mile mark to the finish.

"He's the first since Dave (Wottle) that can go from the
quarter-mile to 10,000 meters and do exceptionally well.
"He's been in competition before and is aware of what has
to be done. Kevin's a competitor and he's getting his confidence. He has to realize cross country is a sport he can
excell in the same as track," Brodt said.
"IT TAKES sprinters' speed along with endurance and he's
got both. Lots of versatility," Brodt said.
Sophomore Jeff Martin was BG's second man and finished
fourth overall in 30:23, while Steve Housley, who had a slow
start this season but continues to improve, placed seventh.
Dave Berardi and Alfonso Faison finished 16th and 17th
respectively.
"It's encouraging from the standpoint of what we accompUsbed, but there is much stronger competition in the
next three weeks," Brodt said.
BG Win be taking nine runners to the Central Collegiate
Championships in Chicago next Saturday.

Newsphoto by Larry Kayser

HOT ON THE ICE-Falcon winger Tun
Alexander (12) controls the pock in action last
weekend. BG dropped two overtime decisions

to the University of Michigan, S-4 and 4-3. The
icers host Miami this Friday.

Tough foes sink BG
By Bill Paul
Assistant Sports Editor
The volleyball team
came close to
pulling an upset last Saturday, but lost a
tussle to Dayton and then dropped a one-sided
affair to Mt Saint Joseph.
"We played well against Dayton," Coach
Pat Peterson said. "We should have won that
third game but we made a few crucial
mistakes."
The women defeated the Flyers 15-13 in the
first game then proceeded to drop 10-15,13-15,
and 5-15 decisions. Peterson said the Falcons
lost their mental edge after that loss and the
difference was evident against Mt. Saint
Joseph which breezed to 15-7,15-4,15-7 wins.
"I think it was a case where we were so
keyed to beat Dayton that we suffered a
letdown against St. Joseph. We played in four
tough games and we were psychologically
down and we never got back."

PETERSON SAID SHE was not impressed
with Dayton's passing or ball handling.
"They're a one-person team in Ann
Meyer," she said. She's over six feet tall and
she IS their offense. We did a pretty good job
of containing her and when she was in the
backcourt they were hurt."
The Falcons deficiencies in the front line
again prevented them from posing a serious
threat against St. Joseph.
"OUR BLOCKING is still poor," she said,
"but offensively we were a little better. It is
taking a long time for our blocking to
develop . It is something that is basically
instinctive and we just don't have instinctive
blockers. We are trying to develop them."
Peterson was especially pleased with the
play of throe individuals. Julie Dillon and
Pattie Zelinskas for their superior serving
and Pam Ziegler for her hitting and overall
play against Dayton.

Women fourth in
By Dan Firestone
Assistant Sports Editor
Eastern Michigan, behind the course record time set by
Sue Parks, won the five-team BG Invitational Saturday.
Bowling Green's women harriers finished fourth with 73
points, behind the Hurons (44), Central Michigan (51) and
Western Michigan (68). Michigan was last scoring 135.
Parks, who completed the 5,000 meter race in 18:53,
battled Western Michigan's Julie Vogles and Darcy
Tomlinson through the entire race and defeated both by
four seconds at the finish.
Kent State's Shirley Russell set the old record of 18:55 at
this year's Falcon Invitational.
TOMLINSON had been victorious against Parks the
previous week at the Western Michigan Invitational.
"It didn't surprise me to see Sue beat her (Tomlinson).
Darcy's Just a freshman and Sue is a senior with experience. Running in the wind like today affects the less
powerful runner more. Sue is a power runner," BG coach
Sid Sink said.
Bowling Green's Becky Dodson and Betsy Miller tied
for the fourth spot at 19:22.
Dodson, a junior from Canton, said she felt she could
have run better. "I wanted to feel stronger, I should have
felt stronger, but at the one and a half mile point I started
feeling weak.
"I had a cold this week, but I don't want to use that for
an excuse. This is a slow course," Dodson said.
IT WAS THE first time this season Dodson had been
able to finish in the the Falcons' number one position,
tying with Miller.
"We've been working for it all season. It's the first time
I've been able to get up there and stay. It's a goal the
coach has been wanting us to do. It felt good to accomplish It. It really helped to push us when we were
together at the end," Dodson said.
"Overall, I was happy. Team wise we did what I expected.
We're closing the gap on the three teams ahead
of us," Sink said.
Karen McQuilkin finished 17th with a time of 20:50,
while Connie Mack placed 20th and Jenny Thornton took
32nd to complete the Falcons' top five.
"Karen really ran today like she is capable. She beat
about a dozen girls that she lost to last week," Sink said.
"We're in good shape physically. We were ready for
this meet. We didn't peak, but we were ready. There is
only two weeks before regionals, so time has come," he
added.
The Falcons will again face the three top Michigan
teams next week when they travel to Eastern Michigan.

KAREN MCQUILKEN closes In on an Eastern foe.
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Miami magic works again

Falcons lose. 18-7
By Steve Sadler
Sports Editor
OXFORD, O-The cast continues to change
but the plot remains the same.
Bowling Green's football team lost its sixth
consecutive game to the Miami Redskins
Saturday, playing its worst game of the year
in dropping a 18-7 defeat to the Redskins.
The Falcons could muster only 233 total
yards and the Miami defenses did not allow
the BG offense to score, as the Falcons only
touchdown came when defensive end Dan
Gatta intercepted a Larry Former pass and
returned it 29 yards for a second-quarter
touchdown.

Mewspholo bv Dave Ryan

FALCON MISTAKES like this fumble by quarterback Mike
Wright spelled defeat for Bowling Green in Oxford last

Saturday. It was the sixth consecutive year that Miami
topped BG, and it dropped the Falcon's record to 4-3.

Frustration
BG icers drop pair to Wolves
By BUI Paul
Assistant Sports Editor
Frustration with a capital F.
That's about the most suitable way to describe
Bowling Green's 5-4, 4-3 overtime losses to the
Michigan Wolverines last weekend in an awayand-home series that had a season's worth of
■ontroversy, hysteria, and skipped heart beats.
The Wolves tallied on a disputed goal with :35
left in Friday's overtime to cap a three-goal
comeback and center Dan Lerg beat Falcon goalie
Wally Charko on a break away 4:07 into Saturday's extra stanza to give Michigan a sweep and
snap BG's 23-game home winning streak.
It was the Wolverines who handed the Falcons
their last home loss in last year's season opener
and the Wolverines have now won all nine
meetings between the two teams.
FRIDAY'S GAME ENDED with a benchclearing skirmish after Mike ('offman had dug the
puck loose in the BG goal crease. Both Charko and
Coach Ron Mason indicated they thought action
should have been stopped.
"No I don't think it was a legal goal," Charko
said. "I had it in my pads for at least three
seconds, but there was no way he (referee Medo
Martinellol could have seen it from where he was
standing."
The Falcons were assessed 60 minutes in
penalties Friday which helped pave the way for
Michigan's comeback. Mason was also forced to
reorganize his lines when Derek Arzoomanian,
Bruce Newton and Brian MacI«Uan were given
disqualifications in the post-game combat.
"I'll be able to sleep tonight because we lost,"
Mason said Saturday. "I think the game in
Michigan was tougher. I couldn't go to bed
because I thought it was taken away from us."

coached. I'm concerned that we didn't generate
more offense than we did, but we fell in the range
of most of our team goals."
Farrell admitted his team was "territorially"
outplayed, but was pleased his team showed the
ability to score when they had to.
THE FALCONS DISPLAYED a flair for the
melodramatic in the third period Saturday.
After Coffman had put Michigan ahead with 3:52
left in the game the Falcons began to pummel
Sutton unmercifully. Finally with :23 left Mark
Wells connected after a pileup in front of the
Wolves' net that Farrell said resembled Friday's
winning goal.
Mason had broken up his lines and put Wells,
John Markell, George McPhee, Ken Morrow and
John Gibb out on the ice at the same time, and
inserted Dawe as a sixth attacker in place of
Charco.
"In a situation like that you try to put the
players out there that you feel have the best
chance of scoring," Mason said.
Charko turned in a nek save :50 into the overtime then watched as histeammatesiept the puck
in the Wolverine zone. Paul Titantic narrowly
missed the upper left corner at the 8:21 mark and
Gibb and Titnatic nearly connected on rebounds
seconds later.

The Wolves, however, made their next shot on
goal count.
Lerg obtained possession of the puck just over
the Falcon blue line, headed down the right side
and cut in front of toe net and slid the puck in to the
right of the diving Charko.
"I THOUGHT I HAD HIM," the sophomore
goaltender said. "I knew when he was going to
shoot I got a piece of it, but I think it might have
wriggled in off my arm."
Steve Dawe gave BG an early 1-0 lead in the first
period Saturday, but the Wolves came back with
two goals in the second period to take a 2-1 lead.
John Markell tied the game 3:29 into the third
period with his third goal of the season on a power
play.
The Falcons 56 shots on goal on Saturday nearly
equalled their total in the two-game set last
season. Mason, however, was not overly Impressed with the play of Michigan goalie Sutton.
"I didn't see anything spectacular," he said, "A
lot of shots hit him that he didn't even see. Either
he was play ing his angles well or else he was awful
lucky."
The Falcons will attempt to rebound against
Miami in a two-game home-and-away beginning
Friday.

BUT n- wasn't until the fourth quarter that
the Miami magic act began to take its usual
form and the Redskins pulled awaycapatalizing on three Mike Wright fumbles.
The irony of the performance amazed BG
coach Denny Stolz.
"It's hard to believe that we got a good
defensive game and then not execute on offense," Stolz said.
"I thought we'd be in the low 20's
(scoring)," he said. "Then after we got the
gift touchdown to the defensive end I thought
we'd be able to get two ourselves (offensively).
"It wouldn't have taken much offense to
win that ball game."
And indeed, the defense allowed Miami
little room. Miami's longest drive of the three
scoring drives in the second half was just 32
yards.
WITH THE Falcons holding onto a 7-3 lead
in the third quarter, Wright coughed up the
ball at the BG 17 yard line. The Falcon
defense refused to give in, however, and
forced the Redskins to kick a field goal,
allowing BG to maintain a one-point lead.
In the fourth quarter, Wright fumbled on
the Falcon 13 yard line, and the defense,
having been on the field much more than they
have been accustomed to this season, yeilded
a touchdown five plays later as quarterback
Fortner sneaked over from one-yard out to
give the Redskins a lead for the first time.

On the very next series, Wright again lost
the ball-this time at BG's 30 yard line-and
two plays later Mark Hunter broke loose for a
25 yard touchdown gallop that finished the
scoring. The Redskins were unable to add
two-point conversion attempts after either
touchdown.
"We started out offensively bad, then got
worse," Stolz said. "And that's the ballgame
from our standpoint. Fumbles, penalties,
turnovers...they caused some of them."
" I WOULD say their kicker, if I had to
single out one guy that won the ball game for
them," Stolz said of Jeff Rowland, who kicked
two field goals and, more importantly,
averaged 44.5 on six punts, keeping BG
bottled up in its own end of the field.
On the other hand, the Falcons got their
normally poor output from its punters—Dave
Endres and Doug Groth. Groth had a 34 yard
average in five punts and Endres 23 yards in
two tries. Endres hit one for 16 yards, then
Groth relieved him and on his fourth try
punted a 15 yarder.
"You have to remember that we've got 11
freshman and sophomores, and that's tough
out of 22 guys," Stolz said. "And they showed
their youth today."
"We Just have to make fure now that we
don't lose out poise," he sai. . "We got a lot of
games yet in that lockerroom this year and
the next couple of years.
"You just don't want to believe you're
young," he said. "You just don't want to
believe it, then it just jumps up and bites
you.
"Stobart over there at Toledo keeps saying
you can't win with freshman and sophomores,
but dammit you can."
Stolz won't have anytime to worry about the
Miami loss, as the Falcons must entertain
Central Michigan and Ball State in successive
weekends. The Chippawas come to Doyt L.
Perry Stadium with a 4-1 league mark and 5-2
overall, while Ball State is currently 4-0 in the
league and 5-1 on the season.
BG is now 3-2 in the conference and 4-3
overall.

First for Browns' Sam
Berea, Ohio (AP)-For Cleveland Browns
Coach Sam Rutigliano, Sunday's 17-3 loss to
the Kansas City Chiefs was something of a
first. It was the first time the rookie head
coach's National Football League team lost to
a team it was expected to beat.
"There were a number of things, as we
evaluated on film, that we didn't do that affected us more than anything Kansas City
did. Those things are correctable,"
Rutigliano said Monday during his weekly
post-mortem session.
"Kansas City, from a personnel standpoint,
was certainly a team that we were better
than."

unit's showing Sunday.
"The thing you have to be disappointed with
is that we gained a total of 162 yards 111 on the
ground," he explained. "You can't do that
and win in this league. Our idea was to get out
ahead of them and make them play catch-up
because you can't score a lot with this Wlng-T
offense. They got out ahead and did what they
wanted to do-control the ball and eat up
time,"
Cleveland quaterback Brian Sipe was
knocked silly on a blind-side hit in the second
period and rookie Mark Miller played the
entire second half, though neither was able to
consistently move the Browns against Kansas
City's fired up defense.

"But we're realistic enough to realize that
things like that happen," he added. "Just look
"We felt we could run against Kansas
at what happened yesterday to other teams City," Rutigliano said.
"We probably should have given Brian and
like Denver and Chicago. The most important
thing now is the next game. We can't dwell on Mark more opportunity to throw the ball
yesterday." Rutigliano said he was par- upfield. Maybe we stayed in our game plan
ticularly disappointed with his offensive too long."

BG OUTSHOT THE WOLVES 33-28 Friday and
59-26 Saturday, but the local icers couldn't consistently find the net. In Saturday's barrage
against Michigan goalie Bob Sutton the Falcons
spent so much time in the attacking zone that they
could have been asked to pay rent. Mason,
however, was surprisingly optimistic after the
second loss.
"I hope we can keep playing this well the rest of
the season," he said "We're going through a spell
where we Just can't buy one (a goal), but I pity the
team we're playing when that puck starts to go in.
I've seen games like this before and you just learn
to live with them."
Michigan coach Dan Farrell was impressed
with the Falcons, but rightfully satisfied that his
team came away with two wins.
"BG is a very fine team and they will go a long
way this year," he said. "They are extremely well

IAA notes
Entries for the all-campus handball and
racquetball tournaments are due in today in the
IM office, 201 Memorial Hall. Entries are
available from fraternity and residence hall
athletic managers and at the IM office. Play
begins next week.
Entries for the all-campus wrestling tournament
are now available from athletic chairmen and at
the athletic office. Entries are due November 7th.
The tournament will begin November 13th in
Memorial Hall.
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ICER HOME STREAK SNAPPED-Bowling Green'i hockey team was fed to the Waives
twice over the weekend, dropping two overtime decisions to the University •

Michigan Wolverines Friday sight by a 5-4 scare, aid men on Its borne Ice. 4-1 Saturday,

